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SITUATION ANALYSIS
Strengths: 

The Numbers Behind's strength is in its positioning in the world of sports
journalism. There is an obvious focus on statistics and numbers. The
Numbers Behind focuses on taking statistics that may be difficult to
understand and converting them into charts and graphics that are easy to
understand for even the most casual sports fans.

Weakness: 

The most major weakness in The Numbers Behind is how niche it is. The
Numbers Behind focues primairly on Instagram posts covering NBA and NFL
related content. A website and YouTube channel exist, however posts on
those platforms are less consistent than Instagram. Two of the four major
sports in baseball and hockey are also rarely posted about. 

Opportunities: 

Building a media platform and brand like that of Bleacher Report is a
legitimate possibility. Expanding into content covering all four major sports
and capitalizing on the website, youtube and instagram means that The
Numbers Behind could be a household name among sports fans. 

Threats: 

The major threats to The Numbers Behind are no secret. Sports media is
dominated by big players like ESPN, Bleacher Report and The Athletic. It will
be extremely important for The Numbers Behind to lean into thier strenghts
in order to differentiate themselves. 

 



GOALS & OBJECTIVES 

Goal

Create content that falls into the already
existing strengths while expanding to
untapped sports and less used platforms.

 Objectives

Brining in help with video editing, script
writing, blogging and other social media
platforms. 
Establish consistent branding.
Broaden subject matter to all four major
sports.
Produce content on a regular interval. 

 



TARGET AUDIENCES 

Sports fans
Sports fans are an obvious target audience. The
Numbers Behind needs to find sports fans that
are willing to return to the content put out by
The Numbers Behind on a consistent basis. 

Content creators of all kind.
The Numbers Behind needs to expand into NHL
and MLB content. As well, there needs to be
more content put out on the blog and more
consistency. For that they need to target content
creators in some way in an attempt to find
potential interns/ employees. 



POSITIONING 

The Numbers Behind is for anyone ineterested
in how numbers make up the sports we love. 

 
The Numbers Behind is focused first and

foremost on the numbers. that means contracts,
game stats, salary caps and even fantasy. 

 
From die hard to casual fans, The Numbers

Behind can help everyone learn something new.



KEY MESSAGES

The Numbers Behind creates content that is easy to
understand 

The Numbers Behind creates diverse content across
various platforms. 

The Numbers Behind focuses on the numbers behind
sports journalism.



CHALLENGES 

Keeping up with the pace of the 4 major sports
and thier combined 350+ games a year.

Remembering when to post what with multiple
social media platforms and subjects.

 Establishing a brand that followers will
recognize across multiple social media
platforms.

Encouraging followers to interact with The
Numbers Behind across multiple platforms. 



STRATEGIES & TACTICS 

Strategies
Research what posts have gotten the most
likes and comments to determine what
promotes engagement with content.
Begin partnering with other content
creators to promote each other.
Research best times of day to post on the
various media platforms. 
Focus more on video production.

Tactics
Use Instagram to post feelers about bringing
in MLB and NHL fans to help produce
content for those sports.
 Create a content calendar to establish a
good rhythm for posting.
Hire a video editor. Editing is what slows
the process the most. 
Use videos to inspire other social media
posts to establish the brand. 



EVALUATION & STEWARDSHIP 

Evaluation 
Evaluation for The Numbers Behind is a fairly
straightforward process as everything is
based online. Evaluation can be as simple for
the client as keeping track of followers before
impliemnting the plan and tracking them as
they continue and using that to find out what
is and isnt working for them. It can also take a
more in depth route by using analytics that
most social media platforms offer to begin to
track returning followers and even how
followers move across different platforms. 

Stewardship
The name of the game as time goes on for
The Numbers Behind is staying consistent
with a content calendar. They have to post
consistently if they have any chance of
growing and gaining returning followers
across multiple platforms. 



BRAND KIT EXAMPLE

HEADINGS-Open Sans Bold 
Subheadings- Open Sans
Body- Open Sans Light

Potential "TNB"logo Current Logo



BLOG POST EXAMPLE

The Hawks recently traded away Reddish to the New York Knicks. At the end of this
season, Cam Reddish is eligible for a five-year, $181 million dollar contract. That

breaks down to be a little over $31 million a year. Whether or not 12 points, three
rebounds and an assist are worth that much money is a different story entirely.

 
The Hawks got three things in return. First, Kevin Knox. Knox is a fourth year Small
Forward earning just shy of six million dollars this year. After which Knox will be a

restricted free agent meaning the hawks can exercise the right to keep him around
for eight million next season.

 
Second, The Hawks were able to give the Knicks Small Forward Solomon Hill. Hill
earns only three million this season, but the hawks now no longer have to worry

about paying the remainder of that.
 

Third, the Hawks got a future first round draft pick.
 

This trade is the first step in the hawks beginning to dig themselves out of a good
hole to be in. They have lots of young talent. Young talent can be expensive.

 
Over the next five years, the Hawks are on the books for 125 million for Power

Forward John Collins and 65 million for Shooting Guard Kevin Huerter. They will also
begin paying All Star Point Guard Trae Young a Max Contract totaling 173 million.
Over the next two years they will also have to navigate a contract with #4 overall

draft pick Deandre Hunter.
 

This has a lot of implications for the Hawks future. Expensive implications.
 

A potential, slightly less expensive option is on the table. The choice to get rid of the
Reddish and Hill contracts is one thing. Bringing in a frontcourt player in Kevin Knox

while already having a powerhouse in Collins is another thing.

The Numbers Behind the Cam Reddish Trade, and What it Could
Mean for the Hawks Future



BLOG POST EXAMPLE CONTINUED

All- Star Ben Simmons has made it known over the last few months that he refuses to
play for the Philadelphia 76ers. The 76ers have made it known that he is available for

trade. But he isn’t cheap when it comes to the trade block or his salary. 
 

Simmons is in the middle of his second year of a 177-million-dollar five-year contract.
Most of the payout comes in the later years. It’s a contract that a lot of teams simply

don’t have room for
 

For any team looking to acquire Simmons, they will need considerable cap space and
high-level players to package together for him. Step one for the Hawks was the reddish

trade. There is a possibility that the second step would be to offer John Collins and
another player to the Sixers for Simmons.

 
A possibility is the Hawks packaging Collins and Hunter together and sending their

combined 30 million dollar a year salary to Philly and getting Simmons 33 million dollars
a year in return. According to the ESPN Trade Machine, this is a viable option.

 
Positionally, the Hawks would be sending away a PF and SF. Knox would cover the SF
position that hunter used to and in. a perfect world, Simmons would slot into the PF
position despite technically running Point. 6’11” is a bit big for a PG and just the right
size for a PF. Simmons is also a defensive star that would provide the Hawks some

much needed stops.
 

At the end of the day, the NBA is maybe the most dynamic leagues in all of sports so
there is no promise that any of this happens, but for now this looks a lot like the writing

on the wall.
 


